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Shortage brings
Chile’s avo season
to early end
With domestic prices currently exceeding
export prices, companies are winding down export programmes
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supermarket programmes by maintaining
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the export campaign to an early end.

Mexico and Peru,” he added.
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that has affected fruit production in the

becomes more affordable.

Mexico, notably in China and South Korea.

Regarding exports, Soazo explained that
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a significant financial hit this season, both
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unused materials – particularly specialist

by

lower-priced
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country for more than a decade. High
temperatures during the growing phase
also affected fruit set this season.
Cristian Soazo, commercial manager at
Agricom, said growers were being paid up
to US$4.90 per kg, while the retail price
had reached US$6.50 per kg in recent days.
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At the same time, Mexico exported high
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volume seasons, although the price is on
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average low, the income from services is
He noted that some US retail programmes,

“With these prices the export season is

which have historically been fairly stable,

still high and at least the fixed costs are
paid.

were cancelled as Chile’s internal costs left
them unable to compete with Mexican

Amid the gloom, Chile’s first season

supply.

exporting to Australia heralded a

shipments to Australia, which were well

Soazo said that early indications suggest

promising development for the sector.
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that production will return to normal
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Last year, Agricom and a number of other
Chilean companies carried out trials of air
and seafreighted avocado

volumes next season, as flowering and
“Overall, this first season was a success,”

fruit set had been favourable.

said Soazo. “Right now, Australia is the
only market paying prices on a par with
the domestic market.”
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